We continue our study for the stochastic defocusing mass crtical nonlinear Schrödinger equation with conservative multiplicative noise, and show that it is globally well-posed for arbitrary initial data in L ∞ ω L 2 x . The main ingredients are several stability type results for deterministic (modified) NLS, which have their own interest. We also give some results on other stochastic NLS type models.
Introduction . Main result
The aim of the article is to establish the global well-posedness of the stochastic nonlinear Schrödinger equation
for arbitrary L 2 -bounded initial data u 0 independent of the noise. The noise dW dt is a real-valued Gaussian processes that is white in time and coloured in space. The product • appearing in the equation is in the Stratonovich sense, the only one that preserves the L 2 norm of the solution.
We first give our precise assumption on the noise. Let H be the Hilbert space of real-valued functions on R with the inner product
for some sufficiently large K and N (K, N = 10 would be enough). Our assumption on the noise is the following.
Assumption . . The noise W has the form W = ΦW , where Φ : L 2 (R) → H is a trace-class operator, andW is the cylindrical Wiener process on L 2 (R).
With this assumption on the noise, one can re-write ( . ) in its Itô form as i∂ t u + ∆u = |u| 4 u + uẆ − i 2 uF Φ , whereẆ = dW/dt, the product between u andẆ is in the Itô sense, and
is the Itô-Stratonovich correction, which is independent of the choice of orthornormal basis {e k } of L 2 (R).
We first introduce some notations. For every interval I, let
and X = X 1 ∩ X 2 with · X (I) = · X 1 (I) + · X 2 (I) . For every ρ ≥ 1, we also write L ρ ω X (I) = L ρ (Ω, X (I)). Our main theorem is the following. 
where the equality holds in X (0, T ) and the stochastic integral is in the Itô sense. Furthermore, for every ρ ≥ 5, we have
,T 1. Remark . . In proving Theorem . , we will first choose a deterministic but sufficiently small T 0 depending on u 0 L ∞ ω L 2 x and prove the existence of u ∈ L ρ ω X (0, T 0 ). Then pathwise mass conservation will allow us to extend this u globally in time. Remark . . Strictly pathwise conservation of mass in not necessary, as far as one can have pathwise control on the growth of the mass, same result will hold. For example, for the same Wiener process, if one consider equation i∂ t u + ∆u = |u| 4 u + uẆ , (without Ito-Stratonicvich correction), since one has pathwise control on the growth of the mass, same result will hold. (In this example ,the mass grows at most exponentially in time.) Remark . . The analysis in this paper, with slight modification, indeed gives the parallel results for the focusing case. Let u solves i∂ t u + ∆u = −|u| 4 u + uẆ − i 2 uF Φ ,
and we have pathwise mass conservation in the sense that u(t)
, then u is global and for any T > 0, one has
I .
Construction of the solution and uniform boundedness
The solution u ∈ L ρ ω X (0, T 0 ) in Theorem . was constructed when the initial data u 0 satisfies u 0 L ∞ ω L 2 x ≤ δ 0 for some sufficiently small δ 0 , and the main improvement of the current article is that we are able to drop the smallness assumption of the initial data.
Let us give a brief overview on how the solution was constructed in [FX ] , and see where we used the smallness of initial data there.
We start with the existence of the solution in the truncated subcritical problem. Let θ : R + → R + be smooth with compact support in [0, 2), and θ = 1 on [0, 1]. For every m > 0, let θ m (x) = θ(x/m).
Also, for every ε > 0, we let N ε (u) = |u| 4−ε u and also N (u) = |u| 4 u. A result in 
and one has the pathwise mass conservation u m,ε (t) L 2 x = u 0 L 2 x almost surely. In [FX ] , starting from the family {u m,ε } m,ε , we took the following procedures:
. For every m > 0, we were able to show that the sequence {u m,ε } ε converges in L ρ ω X (0, T 0 ) to a limit u m , which satisfies
in the same space. This step requires only u 0 L ∞ ω L 2 x < +∞ but no assumption on its actual value.
. In the second step, starting from the sequence {u m } as obtained in the previous step, we were able to show that u m → u in L ρ ω X (0, T 0 ) and the limit u satisfies ( . ). It is the proof of this convergence in [FX ] that used the smallness of u 0 L ρ ω X (0,T 0 ) . More precisely, we showed that there exists δ 0 sufficiently small such that if u 0 L ρ ω X (0,T 0 ) ≤ δ 0 , then the solution u m,ε to ( . ) satisfies the bound
for some B independent of m and ε. It is this uniform bound that allows us to take the limit as m → +∞ and obtain convergence of u m to u.
I
In fact, the only place where we used the smallness
. As long as one has this uniform bound, one necessarily has the desired convergence u m → u.
Hence, the key to construct the solution u to ( . ) with arbitrary
x is to prove the uniform boundedness of u m,ε L ρ ω X (0,T 0 ) . In fact, this is the key bound in our article. It is stated in the following theorem. Theorem . . There exists T 0 > 0 such that for every M > 0 and ρ ≥ 5, there exists
The bound is uniform over m > 0 and ε ∈ (0, 1).
. Key ingredients
The main ingredient in establishing the above uniform bound for u m,ε is a uniform boundedness result for a deterministic equation in its integral form, stated in Theorem . below. The proof of this theorem requires a series of boundedness and stability statements for perturbed nonlinear Schödinger equation. These results are of their own interests, and we first state them below. Throughout, I = [a, b] denotes an interval with length at most 1, and all constants are independent of its end points a and b as long as b − a ≤ 1.
x , and
x , where both equations hold in I. Then, for every
Here, δ and C depend on M 1 and M 2 only and in particular, they are independent of m, A,Ã and ε.
Unlike Proposition . which is pertubrative, the following uniform bound is not purely pertubative. Proposition . (Uniform boundedness). Let w be the solution to the equation
for some m, A > 0 and ε ∈ (0, 1). Then for every M > 0, there exists
The bound is uniform in m, A and ε.
I
With uniform boundedness, we can enhance the uniform stability by dropping the assumption on v X 2 (I) . The statement is in the following proposition.
Proposition . (Strong uniform stability). Suppose v, e ∈ X (I) satisfy
Let w satisfy ( . ) with the same m and ε. Then for every M > 0, there exist
The constants δ M and C M depend on M , but are independent of m, ε, A andÃ.
With Propositions . and . , we can prove the following main deterministic theorem, which is the key ingredient to establish the uniform boundedness of u m,ε in Theorem . . Theorem . . Suppose u, g ∈ X (I) satisfy g(a) = 0 and
. Structure of the article
As previously explained, Theorem . essentially follows from Theorem . , which in turn is a consequence of Theorem . . The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section , we give some preliminaries of diserpsive and Strichartz estimates, which will be used throughout the paper. In Section , we prove Theorem . assuming Propositions . and . . Then in Section , we prove Theorem . as a consequence of Theorem . .
Sections to are devoted to the proof of Proposition . . In Section , we present some stability results about the NLS, and reduce it to Proposition . . In Section , we present an overview for the proof Proposition . , and reduce it to Proposition . , which is then proved in the following Section .
Finally, the proof of Proposition . as well as the implication of Proposition . from Propositions . and . are provided in the appendix. Proposition . . There exists C > 0 such that
Preliminaries on
Here, p is the conjugate of p.
We now state Strichartz estimates. A pair of non-negative real numbers (q, r) is called an admissible pair (for d = 1) if
We have the following Strichartz estimates.
Proposition . . For every admissible pair
x . For every two admissible pairs (q, r) and (q,r), there exists C > 0 such that
for all interval I ⊂ R and all space-time functions f ∈ Lq t Lr x (I). Here,q andr are the conjugates of q and r.
. Preliminary for local theory
It is now standard to prove local well posedness for mass critical/subcrtical NLS. We briefly review it for the convenience of the readers.. One may refer to [CW ] , [Caz ] and [Tao ] for more details. We present the following Lemmas to summarize the key estimate in the local well-posedness.
Both δ 0 and C are independent of ε ∈ [0, 1].
In practice, we need to slightly enhance Lemma . to the following. 
with
then sup
Proof of Theorem .
We now prove Theorem . assuming Propositions . and .
We re-write it in its differential form as
where the error term e is given by
We are now in the form of Proposition . . Let w be the solution to ( . ) with initial data w(a) = u(a) and the same A as above. In order to establish the bound for v, we need to show that e is small and hence we can apply Proposition . to control v − w X (I) . To do this, we split e into two parts e = e 1 + e 2 , where
They can be controlled pointwise by
By Hölder's inequality, we get the bounds
Combining the above two bounds together, and relaxing v X 1 and v X 2 to v X , we deduce that there exists
Let D M , δ M and C M be the constants in Propositions . and . . We claim that there exists η > 0 depending on M only such that if g X 2 (I) ≤ η, then
This would immediately imply the desired bound for u = v + g and conclude the proof of the Theorem . . To see the existence of such an η and the validity of ( . ), we first note that
By ( . ), we know there exists η > 0 depending on M only such that
whenever r satisfies ( . ) and g X 2 (a,r) ≤ g X 2 (I) ≤ η. We can then use Proposition . to deduce that
which, combined with the uniform bound of w in Proposition . , implies
Returning to u, if we further require η < M + D M (which does not change anything above), we will have
and hence
where we used the assumption u X 1 (I) ≤ M . Combining ( . ) and ( . ), we have
Using ( . ) again, we deduce that
To summarize, we have shown that if η is chosen according to ( . ) and g X 2 (I) ≤ η, then ( . ) holds whenever ( . ) is true. Since v X (a,a) + g X (a,a) = M < 9(M +D M ), and the norm is continuous in r ∈ [a, b], we can conclude that ( . ) is true for all r ∈ [a, b], and hence we obtain ( . ). This completes the proof of Theorem . .
Uniform boundedness of u m,ε : Theorem . implies Theorem .
By pathwise mass conservation, we have u m,ε X 1 (0,T ) ≤ M almost surely for every T > 0. It then suffices to consider X 2 only.
Let η = η M be as in Proposition . . We first choose
We have the following proposition controlling M * .
Proposition . . There exists
Proof. See appendix.
Now we proceed with the proof of Theorem . . Proposition . in particular implies that M * L 5
of I in the following way. Let τ 0 = 0. Suppose τ k is chosen, and let
where we recall η = η M is specified at the beginning of the section. The total number K of the intervals is bounded by
Then, g m,ε satisfies the assumption of Theorem . on [τ k , τ k+1 ], so we have
for some B depending on M only. Since this is true for all 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1, we can sum the above inequality over the intervals [τ k , τ k+1 ] for all k so that
Taking 5-th root and then L ρ ω -norm on both sides, and applying ( . ), we obtain
Since both B and η depend on M only, we can conclude the proof of the theorem.
Roadmap to the proof of Propositions .
. A brief review of stability for the mass critical NLS
, and w ∈ X (I) be the solution to
and
We call ( . ) mass critical NLS with parameter c. The following stability result is well known and purely pertubative.
then we have
In particular, C M 1 ,M 2 does not depend on c, and its dependence on I is through b − a only (and hence universal here since we assume b − a ≤ 1). 
Theorem . (Dodson Scattering). Let u solves NLS with initial data
and 0 < c ≤ 1. Then u is global and
The bound does not depend on c. In particular, it implies that if w solves ( . ), then
Remark . . This theorem is highly nontrivial and completely non-pertubative.
Remark . . Theorem . is usually stated for c = 1. Clearly, after by multiplying a constant to the solution to ( . ), one derives Theorem . for all δ < c ≤ 1 with a constant depending on δ from the case c = 1.
, when c is small enough, the problem follows into the perturbation scheme, in the spirit of Lemma . . Thus, one has a uniform bound independent of c in ( . ).
With Theorem . , one could enhance the stability result . to the following.
Proposition . . Let w be the solution to ( . ), and v, e satisfy ( . ). For every
The constants δ and C depend on M only.
Proposition . can be derived from Proposition . and Proposition . via a bootrap argument. Rather than give a proof here, we will indeed show how to use a bootstrap argument to derive Proposition . from Proposition . , Propostion . . The argument is in principle same
We remark here the key enhancement in Proposition . is that one does not need the control of u X 2 any more. This proposition, depending on Theorem . , is of nonperturbative nature.
The Proposition . , . , . are natural generalizations of Proposition . , Theorem . and Proposition . , which are special situations when m = +∞ and ε = 0. We will give a proof of Proposition . in the appendix, which is essentially the same as the proof of Proposition . . .
. Parallel statements for m = +∞
We now present the parallel statements of Propositions . , . , and . for m = ∞ and ε ∈ [0, 1].
We fix the interval I = [a, b], and let c ∈ [0, 1]. Let w ε ∈ X (I) such that
Throughout this section, w ε , v ε and e ε satisfy the above equations. All constants below depend on the interval I through b − a only (and is uniform for all intervals with smaller lengths).
Proposition . (Uniform-in-ε stability). Let w ε be the solution to ( . ), and v ε , e ε satisfies ( . ). Then, for every
In fact, the constants δ and C can depend on M 2 only.
The proof of Proposition . is almost exactly same as the proof of Proposition . and the proof of Proposition . . Since we give a proof of Proposition . in the appendix, we leave the proof of Proposition . to the readers.
Proposition . (Uniform-in-ε boundedness). Let w ε ∈ X (I) be the solution to ( . ). Then for every
Proposition . is main technical part of this article. Combining the above two propositions, we have the following.
Proposition . (Strong uniform-in-ε stability). Let w ε ∈ X (I) be the solution to ( . ),
Again, the derivation of Proposition . from Proposition . and . is similar to the derivation of Proposition . from Proposition . , Propostion . , which is put in the appendix. .
. Propositions . + . imply Proposition .
We now show that Proposition . is a consequence of Propositions . and . . Let w be the solution to ( . ) with w(a) L 2 x ≤ M . We need to show w X 2 (I) ≤D for somẽ D depending on M only.
If m is smaller than some (possibly large) constant depending on M , then w will satisfy a free equation after w X 2 reaches that constant, and hence one has the desired control. Thus, it suffices to consider the case for large m. We re-write the equation for w as
satisfies the pointwise bound
We are now in the form of Proposition . with v ε = w and λ ε = θ m (A). We need to show that e L 1 t L 2
x (I) is small for large m. Indeed, there exists
for every r ∈ [a, b]. Let w ε be the solution to ( . ) with w ε (a) = w(a). Let B M , δ M and C M be as in Propositions . and . . Let m be sufficiently large so that
This choice of m depends on M only. We now use a standard bootstrap argument to show that w X (a,r) will never exceed
Then the bound ( . ) and the choice of m in ( . ) imply that
x (a,r) ≤ δ M . Hence, by Proposition . , we have
Thus, we deduce that w X (a,r) can never reach
, and in particular, we have the bound
This is true whenever m satisfies ( . ). On the other hand, if m violates ( . ), then w satisfies the free equation after w X 2 (a,r) reaches a large constant depending on M only, and hence we also have the desired bounds in that case. Overview for the proof of Proposition .
Fix any ε > 0, Proposition . clearly holds by the local theory of mass subcrtical NLS. Indeed, for any fixed ε 0 > 0, the local theory of mass subcritical NLS implies . for 1 > ε > ε 0 . On the other hand, when ε = 0, the end point case is just Theorem . . Thus, the idea is to use some (concentration) compactness argument to push the potential "counter-example" of Propostion . to the end point ε = 0. We will indeed prove by contradiction and show no such counter example exists.
For notational simplicity, from now on, we assume without loss of generality that
. Concentration compactness
Now we introduce the preliminary for concentration compactness. Concentration compactness is also refered as profile decompostion in the literature. We first introduce some notations.
Definition . . We define unitary group acting on
Now we are ready to state the concentration compactness.
Up to picking subsequence, there exist a family of L 2 (R d ) functions {φ j } j , and group elements g j,n = g x j,n ,ξ j,n ,λ j,n ,t j,n , such that for all J = 1, 2, · · · , the decomposition
satisfies the following properties:
( . ) We call {f n } n admits a profile decomposition with profiles {φ j ; {x j,n , ξ j,n , λ j,n , t j,n } n } j .
Remark . . Those parameters takes into account the symmetry for both mass critical nonlinear Schrödinger equation and linear Schrödinger equation. In particular, let φ ∈ L 2 x , and let x 0 , ξ 0 , λ 0 , t 0 be parameters. Let Φ solves for
Then we have Ψ(t,
Remark . . For any (q, r) are admissable (that is,
), and
Remark . . Estimate . does not indicate φ j and φ j are orthogonal in any sense. It is totally possible that φ j = φ j for some j = j . Estimate ( . ) is a direct consequence of ( . ). Indeed, for (q, r) admissible and
).
Then ( . ) implies
Remark . . A typical feature in the application of concentration compactness is that a lot of subsequence will be taken. So it is typical to assume all the limit involved, actually exists or equal to ±∞. For example, we may always assume lim n→∞ −t j,n λ 2 j,n exists or equal to ±∞. Up to further adjusting profile, we may assume t j,n ≡ 0 if lim n −t j,n λ 2 j,n exists.
With Remark . , one is led to the following standard notion:
Definition . . We call a profile f with parameter {x n , ξ n , λ n , t n } n Let {f n } n be bounded in L 2 x and admits profile decomposition with profiles {φ j } j with parameters {x j,n , ξ j,n , λ j,n , t j,n } j,n . Let ε n → 0. We needs to understand the solution u n to the following equations within time interval [0, 1], for n large
The main difference, compare the with the usual setting of profile decomposition applied to mass critical nonlinear Schrödinger equations (some reference should be put here), is the parameter ε n destroys the scaling symmetry of the equation. Recall if u(t, x) solves i∂ t u + ∆u = |u| 4 u
with initial data u(0) = u 0 , then
) solves the same equation with initial data 1 λ u 0 (x/λ). This does not work for ( . ). Still, before we state the main proposition in this subsection, we introduce the usual notion of nonlinear profile. But we are only interested in backward scattering profile and compact profile for the purpose of our work.
Definition . . Let 0 < c
* ≤ 1 be a number. Suppose we are given a linear profile, i.e. an L 2 function φ(x) with parameters {x n , ξ n , λ n , t n } n . If it is a compact profile, i.e. t n ≡ 0, we define its associated nonlinear profile with parameter c * , as the solution Φ which solves i∂ t Φ(t, x) + ∆Φ(t, x) = c * |Φ| 4 Φ,
If it is a back forward scattering profile, we define its associated nonlinear profile with parameter c * as the solution Φ to
and lim
Remark . . The parameter x n and ξ n will not have a effect in this definition.
Remark . . The existence and uniqueness of such nonlinear profile is well known and essentially equivalent to local theory for mass critical nonlinear Schrodinger equation, one may refer to Notation . in [DKM ] . Usually, one only consider the case for c * = 1, but we have introduce this extra parameter for later use. Now, we are ready to state our results Proposition . . Let {f n } n be a bounded sequence in L 2 x (R) admits profile decomposition with profiles {φ j ; {x j,n , ξ j,n , λ j,n , t j,n } n } j . Note that for all J > 0, we have
Let ε n → 0. Let u n be the solution to
Then one has that for every κ > 0, there exists some J > 0, so that
Here the Ψ j,n is defined as following: For notation convenience, for each profile φ j with parameters {x j,n , ξ j,n , λ j,n , t j,n } n . We denote φ j,n :=
. If λ j,n = 1, ∀n, we let Φ j be the associated nonlinear profile with parameter 1, and let
. If λ j,n → 0, we distinguish two different cases, (up to picking subsequence, we can always assume at least one of the following cases exists)
• ε n asymptotically large in the sense lim n→ λ εn n = 0. we let
( . ) • ε n asymptotically small in the sense lim n→ λ εn n = c 2 j > 0., we let Φ j be the associated nonlinear profile with parameter c j > 0, let
Finally, with ( . ), one can derive
Remark . . One could always picking subsequence so that lim n λ εn j,n exists (or equal to ∞) for every j. Remark . . In ( . ), note that for each j, Φ j,n L 5 t L 10 x (R×R) is independent of n. Remark . . If one put ε n ≡ 0, and Ψ j,n = 1 λ 1/2 j,n e ixξ j,n e −it|ξ j,n | 2 Φ j (
then such a result is known in the literature, after some natural modification. We also remark, the way we present Proposition . is not totally perturbative, since we will use Theorem . in the proof. P P .
. Proposition . implies Proposition .
We prove by contradiction. Suppose Proposition . is not true, then there exists M > 0 and a sequence {ε n } ∈ (0, 1) with
Up to a subsequence, one may assume ε n → 0. Then this contradicts ( . ) in Proposition . .
Proof of Proposition .
We put I = [0, 1]. Propostiton . is the consequence of the key orthogonality condition ( . ) in profile decomposition, the uniform stability Prop . , and the following key Lemma.
Lemma . . Let u n , f n , φ j , φ j,n , Ψ j,n , ε n be as in Proposition . . Let v j,n solves
Then we have for each j,
. Proof of Proposition . assuming Lemma .
Before we start, let u n , f n , φ j , φ j,n , Ψ j,n , ε n be as in Proposition . . Also, let v j,n be defined as in ( . ). We assume that f n L 2
In the spirit of Proposition . , we want to use , forJ large but fixed (later)
as an approximate solution to u n . Such strategy is typical in the application of concentration compactness. At the technical level, it is more convenient to use
as an approximate solution to u n . The goal is to prove
Note that ( . ) follows from ( . ) since we have ( . ). We emphasize here in ( . ) one first pushes n to infinity, then pushes J. Lemma . roughly says v j,n and Ψ j,n are asymptotically equivalent. Before we proceed, we give a few remarks here.
• Ψ j,n is easier to study analytically, since it has the structure
• v j,n are more suitable to do approximation. Because, for each j, Ψ j,n either solves linear Schrödinger and mass critical nonlinear Schrödinger, and v j,n solves
We also point out that v j,n is only asymptotically close to Ψ j,n within time interval I. We write down the equation of w J,n .
and e J,n is of form
To apply Proposition . , we need a good estimate for w J,n X 2 (I) and e J,n L 1 t L 2 x (I) . To achieve this ,we observe
• There exists
• There exists some δ 0 , so that if
• For all j = j , lim
• There exists some C M 0 ,2 , so that for all J large and fixed, one has
• There exists some C M 0 ,0 , so that for all J large and fixed, one has
We now prove the above estimates one by one. The key tool is Lemma . . First, by ( . ), recalling that Ψ j either solves linear Schroindger equation or mass critical nonlinear Schrodinger equation, Theorem . and Strichartz esitmates implies
which implies
for all n. Thus, we derive ( . ) by applying ( . ). For the second one, ( . ) follows directly from Lemma . . For the third one, by ( . ), estimate ( . ) follows from the fact
which is a consequence of ( . ) and ( . ) (see also Remark . ). For the fourth one, let us fix the δ 0 small enough according to Lemma . . Note that due to ( . ), there can only be finite many js so that φ j L 2
Now, for any J ≥ J 0 + 1, combining ( . ) and ( . ), we have
Note that the right side of ( . ) does not depend on J. Thus, ( . ) follows from ( . ) and ( . ). Finally, estimate ( . ) follows from the triangle inequality, ( . ) and ( . ). With ( . ), in order to apply Proposition . to prove ( . ), we only need to show
Recall the formula of e J,n , ( . ), Fix any
x (I) goes to zero as n → ∞ by ( . ) and ( . ). On the other hand, due to ( . ) and ( . ), we have lim sup
Thus, ( . ) follows. We are left with the proof of ( . ), but the proof is essentially same as the proof ( . ); see also ( . ). P P .
. Proof of Lemma .
Fix j = 1. Since we are now working one profile, we may assume x 1,n ≡ ξ 1,n ≡ 0. The reason we could, without loss of generality, assume x j,n , ξ j,n ≡ 0 is because those two symmetry work on exactly same way for mass critical NLS, mass subscrtical NLS and linear Schrödinger, and leave our considered norm invariant. The following remark makes it precise.
for some ε ∈ [0, 1], µ = 0 or 1. Then the solution to equation
is of form w(t, x) = e iθ(t) e iξ(t)x v(t, x − x(t)) and the formula of θ(t), x(t), ξ(t) only depends on x 0 , ξ 0 .
Note that Ψ 1,n is defined via different way, depending on the asymptotic behavior of λ 1,n and ε 1,n . We will do a case by case study of Lemma .
. . Case : lim n→∞ λ 1,n = ∞ In this case, we want to prove the dynamic is essentially linear. Recall
The desired results follows from Lemma . if we can show
First note that via Strichartz estimate, we have
Then we note that
If φ 1,n is a forward scattering profile, i.e. lim n→∞ − t 1,n λ 1,n = ∞, ( . ) always holds and we don't even need any information about λ 1,n . In particular, we will not discuss forward scattering profiles in the later two cases. If φ 1,n is a compact profile, i.e. t 1,n ≡ 0, we have
Finally, for a backward scattering profile, we still have lim n→∞
We also take this chance to note that, whenever one has lim n→∞ ( − t 1,n −1 λ 2 1,n ) = −∞ for a backward scattering profile, the dynamic is linear since we have ( . ). Thus, in the later two cases , for a backward scattering profile, we need only to consider the sub-situation
Since lim 
. . Case : λ 1,n ≡ 1
As explained in the previous case, we only need to handle compact profile in this case, i.e. t 1,n ≡ 0. The desired result follows from the lemma below.
Lemma . . Let
x , and v ε solves the equation
First note that for any δ > 0, one will be able find some smoothṽ so that iṽ + ∆ṽ = |ṽ| 4ṽ ,
( . )
A typical way to construct suchṽ is to choose N δ depending on δ large enough, and let v(0) = P <N δ v 0 be the projection onto Fourier modes up to N δ .
We remark that the last bound ṽ L ∞ t H 100
x (R×R) ≤ C δ depends on δ, and should be understood as a crude bound, but we will see the error caused by this bad bound will vanishes asymptotically. P P .
Note that by Theorem . , there exists some
Now we want to useṽ as an approximate solution to v ε , note that one has
Observe that lim
Thus, by Proposition . , we have
Since δ can be chosen abitrary small, ( . ) and ( . ) imply the Lemma.
. . Case . : lim n→∞ λ 1,n = 0,lim n λ εn 1,n = 0, ε n asymptotically large
We need only consider backforward scattering profile and compact profile. We start with the backforward scattering profile. As mentioned in ( . ), we only consider the subcase lim n→∞ λ 1,n = 0 and lim inf n→∞ t 1,n ≤ 1.
We will see in this case the dynamic is essentially linear. For convenience, we naturally extend our solution v 1,n to [0, 2]. We want to prove the following.
Lemma . . One can find t 0 in [ , ) , such that
Assuming Lemma . at the moment, let us finish the proof of Lemma . . Note that ( . ) combined with Lemma . implies
which, combined with ( . ), implies
Lemma . thus follows.
We are left with the proof of Lemma . . We will indeed choose t 0 = 3/2. Fixing κ arbitrarily small, there exists some T > 0 such that
Recall that we have, by ( . ),
By Lemma . , equation ( . ) implies that (for every large n)
On the other hand , the condition lim n→0 λ εn 1,n = 0 implies via Lemma .
Basically, since we are consider the dynamic within time scale ∼ λ 2 1,n in ( . ), the condition lim n→0 λ εn 1,n = 0 says the time is too short to exhibit any nonlinear phenomena in the spirit of Lemma . . Estimate ( . ) in turn implies
Estiamtes ( . ), ( . ), ( . ), and the fact 2 > 3/2 > lim n→∞ t 1,n + λ 2 n T together imply Lemma . .
For the compact profile , one only needs an analogue of Lemma . , with exactly same statement except for v 1,n is a compact profile rather than backward scattering profile. The proof is essentially same. We left the details to readers. In Case . , we start with the backward scattering profile. This time, we start with the compact profile. Let w n (t, x) = λ 1/2 1,n v 1,n (λ 2 1,n t, λ 1,n x), then we know w n solves in [0,
Recall Ψ 1 = λ 1/2 1,n Ψ 1,n (λ 2 1,n t, λ 1,n x), and Ψ 1 solves
Note that in some sense, it is not a good idea to directly use Ψ 1 to approximate w n in such a long interval [0,
]. We will compare v 1,n and Ψ 1,n in terms of Ψ 1 and w n in recaled time interval for some large T , and shows that after that time both v 1,n and Ψ 1,n evolves essentially in a linear way. We will indeed prove the following lemma.
Lemma . . For every κ > 0, there exists some T > 0 such that
Assume Lemma . for the moment. Note that ( . ) implies
and that ( . ) implies
which in turn implies, by Lemma . , that
Clearly Lemma . follows from ( . ) and ( . ) since κ can be chosen arbitrarily small. Now, we turn to the proof of Lemma . . Let φ 1 L 2 x = M . By Theorem . , there exists some C M > 0 such that
Fixing κ small, there exists some T > 0 such that
which is equivalent (via essentially the local well posedness Lemma . ) to
Lemma . follows if we can show ( . ). Again, in the spirit of Proposition . , we want to use Ψ 1 to approximate w n in time [0, T ] for n large. First, as in case , we want to smoothify Ψ 1 . LetΨ 1 be the solution to
when K is large enough depending on κ, M . We will not track the dependence on M , since this M is fixed all the time. One has
Note that the last bound, which is of a persistence of regularity (see for example [CKS + , Lemma . ]) is indeed a bad bound, and blows up when κ goes to 0. But note that κ is already fixed now.
It is now enough to useΨ 1 to approximate w n and prove ( . ) forΨ 1 . Note that
. Clearly the desired estimates follows from Propostion . if one can show
The last inequality is obvious since
The subcase for the compact profile is thus proved. The proof for the backward scattering profile is essentially the same. and indeed be reduced back the compact profile case. We birefly present it for the convenience of the readers. The idea is to evolve the solution a little bit so that the backward scattering profile become compact profile.
We extend v 1,n to time interval [0, 2] for convenience. Recall that we only consider the subcase so that ( . ) holds. We only need to prove the following. Proposition C. . Let (F t ) t≥0 be the filtration generated by W and σ be a process adapted to (F t ) t≥0 . Then for every p ∈ [2, +∞) and ρ ∈ [1, +∞), there exists C > 0 depending on p, ρ and T only such that E sup
(C. )
Here, the operator σ(s)Φ is the action of Φ followed by the multiplication of σ(s). Now, apply Proposition . to the integrand above and use factorization, we get
E u m,ε ρ X 1 (0,T 0 ) .
Note that the right hand side above does not depend on t, so the inequality also holds with the left hand side substituted by sup t M * (t) L [TVZ ] T. T , M. V , and X. Z . Minimal-mass blowup solutions of the masscritical NLS. In Forum Mathematicum, vol. , -. .
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